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INTRODUCTION
1.1 This Statement has been prepared by the Westbourne Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (WNPSG) on behalf of Westbourne Parish
Council (“the Parish Council”) to accompany its submission to the local planning authority, Chichester District Council (“the District Council”), of
the Westbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan (“the Neighbourhood Plan”) under Regulation 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General)
Regulations 2012 (“the Regulations”).
1.2 The Neighbourhood Plan has been prepared by the WNPSG for the Parish Council, a qualifying body, for the Neighbourhood Area covering
the whole of the Parish of Westbourne, as designated by the District Council on 14 May 2013. The Neighbourhood Plan area was as designated
(see Figure 1).
1.3 The policies described in the Neighbourhood Plan relate to the development and use of land in the designated Neighbourhood Area. The
plan period of the Neighbourhood Plan is from 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2029 and it does not contain policies relating to excluded development
in accordance with the Regulations.
1.4 The Statement addresses each of the four ‘basic conditions’ required of the Regulations and explains how the submitted Neighbourhood
Plan meets the requirements of paragraph 8 of Schedule 4B to the 1990 Town & Country Planning Act.
1.5 The Regulations state that a Neighbourhood Plan will be considered to have met the basic conditions if:
1

having regard to national policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of State, it is appropriate to make the
Neighbourhood Plan;

2

the making of the Neighbourhood Plan contributes to the achievement of sustainable development;

3

the making of the Neighbourhood Plan is in general conformity with the strategic policies contained in the
development plan for the area of the authority (or any part of that area);

4

the making of the Neighbourhood Plan does not breach, and is otherwise compatible with, EU obligations.
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DESIGNATED NEIGHBOURHOOD AREA MAP

Figure 1: The Designated Westbourne Neighbourhood Area within the red border
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BACKGROUND

2.1 The WNPSG, on behalf of the Parish Council, commenced preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan in 2012. The key drivers of that decision were
the encouragement of the District Council to parishes in its district to prepare Neighbourhood Plans and the keenness of the Parish Council to
anticipate and manage the changes expected in the parish from the significant proposals in the emerging Local Plan (Since adopted July 2015
Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 ‘CLPKP.’). The Parish Council also wanted to have greater influence over local development and
infrastructure issues and to promote the sustainable development of the parish.
2.2 A Steering Group was formed comprising parish councillors and members of the local community and it was given delegated authority by the
Parish Council to make day-to-day decisions on the Neighbourhood Plan. However, as the qualifying body, the Parish Council
approved the publication of:
1
the State of the Parish report;
2
the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan 1 and subsequent 2nd revised Plan for public consultation taking cognisance of the
feedback;
3
the Submission version of the Neighbourhood Plan and related documentation which was finalised having taken on board
feedback from consultation.
2.3

The Parish Council has worked with officers of the District Council during the preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan. The positioning of the
Neighbourhood Plan in respect of the Chichester Local Plan, establishes a clear policy framework for Neighbourhood Plans. The new Chichester
Local Plan Key Policies (CLPKP) was submitted for examination on 30 May 2014 and adopted in July 2015. The Neighbourhood Plan is in general
conformity with all the adopted policies in the CLPKP. Its strategic policies are of considerable importance to this Parish and as this statement
shows and any examination of this Plan will demonstrate it reflects those Policies. The Neighbourhood Plan therefore addresses this by
reflecting the reasoning and evidence of the CLPKP to help shape its housing allocation policies, as the 1999 Local Plan is out of date in this
respect.

2.4

The proposed requirement of a minimum 25 homes for Westbourne Parish in the plan period in the Local Plan is a guideline for the
Neighbourhood Plan preparation. This policy is reflected in the NDP and the reasoning and evidence supporting that policy underpins the
housing allocation proposals. This follows the National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) of March 2014, which establishes the
principles for how Neighbourhood Plans should develop (see IP41-008 especially).

2.5

The Neighbourhood Plan therefore contains a small number of land use policies (in Section 4) that are defined on the Proposals Map as being
geographically specific. For the most part, the plan has deliberately avoided containing policies that may duplicate the development plan
policies of either local planning authority (Chichester District Council or South Downs National Park Authority) for their relevant area that are,
and will be, material considerations in determining future planning applications.
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In making a clear distinction between land use planning policies and non-statutory proposals relevant to land use planning, the Neighbourhood
Plan allows for the examination to focus on the requirement of the policies to meet the Basic Conditions but also allows the local community to
see the Neighbourhood Plan in the round. In any event, the non-statutory proposals will each have a land use effect at some later point but
cannot do so as part of the Neighbourhood Plan as they fall outside its scope.

2.7 Westbourne Parish is covered by Chichester District Local Planning Authority in the main but the northern 1/3 is in the South Downs National
Park who remain responsible for development in that area, therefore when putting together the Westbourne Neighbourhood Development
Plan cognisance was taken of the Chichester Local Plan Key Policies adopted in 2015 and also the retained policies currently in force in the SDNP
area of the Chichester Local Plan 1999.

3.
CONFORMITY WITH NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK
3.1 The Neighbourhood Plan has been prepared with regard to national policies as set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and is
mindful of the National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) in respect of formulating neighbourhood plans. It has also had to take cognisance of
the guidance in Planning Policy for Travellers sites (PPTS) as this is a policy that considers the development of Gypsy/Travellers and Travelling
Showmen in the Plan area.
3.2

In overall terms, there are four NPPF paragraphs that provide general guidance on neighbourhood planning, to which the Neighbourhood Plan
has directly responded:
Para 16. This sets out how neighbourhood planning can apply the presumption in favour of sustainable development

3.3

The Parish Council believes the Neighbourhood Plan supports the strategic development needs of the district by including policies for new
housing and employment development and is planning positively for the creation of a new green infrastructure asset, the protection of open
spaces, community facilities and community balance as well as protecting local heritage, biodiversity, locally distinctive townscape and views as
well as considering any retail & employment uses that benefit the parish and the facilities to support them including village car parking.
Para 183. This allows the setting out of policies to determine applications

3.4

The Parish Council believes the Neighbourhood Plan establishes, in its Section 3, a vision for the parish that reflects the views of the majority of
the local community. It has sought to translate them into planning policies to determine future planning applications as part of the
development plan.
Para 184. This sets out the need to be in general conformity with the Local Plan and prevents promoting less development than set out
in the Local Plan.
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3.5

The Parish Council believes the Neighbourhood Plan, as is highlighted below, is in general conformity with all the relevant saved policies of the
development plan and also the adopted Chichester Local Plan. It is considered to strike a positive balance between the physical and policy
constraints of the Parish and the desire to meet local housing demand, and slightly exceeds the housing provision required by the CLPKP.
Para 185. This is directed at LPAs to avoid duplication

3.6

The Neighbourhood Plan avoids duplicating development plan policies by focusing on policies that translate the general requirements of the
development plan into a Westbourne Parish context. Once made, the Neighbourhood Plan should be easily considered alongside the
development plan and any other material considerations in determining planning applications.

3.7

Set out in Table A below, is a brief summary of how each policy conforms to the NPPF. The particular paragraphs referred to in the table are
those considered the most relevant to each policy but are not intended to be an exhaustive list of all possible relevant paragraphs.
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4.

CONTRIBUTION TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

4.1

Chichester District Planning has been consulted and a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is not required. In addition, the
Neighbourhood Plan can clearly demonstrate that it has taken account of the need to contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development in terms of how its policies will deliver a broader blend of economic, social and environmental benefits for Westbourne Parish.

4.2

The strategic objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan comprise a balance of social, economic and environmental goals. The local
community desires that the best aspects of the village – their quality local environment, its village shops, local employers and community
facilities – are supported and enhanced in the coming years through effective management of small scale development in keeping with the
village’s character.

4.3

The chosen policies are therefore intended to accurately translate these strategic objectives into viable and effective development management
policies and deliverable infrastructure proposals. Collectively, the policies demonstrate that the Neighbourhood Plan will deliver improved social
impacts. Indeed, every policy will deliver a positive social outcome – the provision of new homes and retention of the village charm and appeal
for example – and will have a minimal impact as per the community’s wishes.

4.4

The outcome may be inevitable for Neighbourhood Plans prepared in similar planning policy circumstances. If local communities are to back
development in this type of location, to the extent they will turn out to vote at a referendum, then there will have to be clear and realisable
social benefits they can see and or accrue. But this will rarely be at an environmental or economic cost as local communities will resist such
impacts and they will not be in conformity with either the NPPF or development plan.
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GENERAL CONFORMITY WITH THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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6

COMPATIBILITY WITH EU LEGISLATION

6.1

A letter was issued by the Chichester District Council Neighbourhood Planning Officer confirming that a Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SEA) was not required in accordance with EU Directive 2001/42 on strategic environmental assessment as it did not contain policies that may
have significant environmental effects (see Evidence Base documents).

6.2

The Neighbourhood Plan has had regard to the fundamental rights and freedoms guaranteed under the European Convention on Human Rights
and therefore comply with the Human Rights Act.

6.3

The Neighbourhood Plan has considered all the Equality Legislation and concluded itself to be compliant. See Section 7: Equality Impact
Assessment (EqIA).

6.4

The European Habitats Directive (92/43/EC) requires ‘appropriate assessment’ of plans and projects that are, either alone or in combination
with other plans and projects, likely to have a significant impact on national and international designated sites. In the case of the Westbourne
Neighbourhood Plan this matter has already been addressed, in terms of the level of overall housing provision, by the relevant assessments
carried out for the adopted Chichester Local Plan: Key Principles 2014-2029.
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7 EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EQIA)
Under the Equality Act 2010, public bodies must have due regard to the need to:
•
•

Eliminate discrimination, harassment, vicitimisation and any other conduct prohibited under the Act, and
Advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations across all protected characteristics (with the exception of marriage and civil
partnership).

They also need to publish information showing how they are complying with this duty. The Act defines nine protected characteristics. These are:
• Age
• Disability
• Gender reassignment
• Marriage and Civil Partnership
• Pregnancy and maternity
• Race
• Religion and Belief
• Sex (gender)
• Sexual orientation

PART 1
What’s it about?
What is the proposal? What outcomes/benefits are you hoping to
achieve?

Who’s it for?

PART 2
How will this proposal meet the equality duties?
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The NP sets out the local planning policy framework for Westbourne
Village until 2029 providing planning policy for the village which will
form part of the adopted development plan which will be used to judge
planning applications.
Developers, planning agents, architects, landscape architects, drainage
engineers, highway engineers, the general public, the Parish Council,
statutory undertakers, statutory consultees, resident interest groups.
CDC -Development management officers, highways, master planning and
design, planning policy officers, members of the planning committee and
other stakeholders. The above reflects all parties that may be involved
or have an interest in promoting and securing development in
Westbourne
The submission NP details the principles established by CDC Local Plan
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and emerging SDNPA Local Plan for the development of the District and
National Park. These plans have been subject to equalities assessment.
The policies put forward in the NP are in general conformity with the
Development Plan.
In addition the policies have been drafted so as to be inclusive of all
aspects of the community.
Throughout the preparation of the NP, the steering group has been
working with a range of stakeholders and delivery partners to ensure
broad support and to identify any particular bias through earlier
consultations.
How can you involve your customers in developing the proposal?

All those should find the information in the NP easy to understand.
There are some principles and concepts which may seem more remote
to members of the public however the Neighbourhood Plan document
must meet the Regulations laid out in law so must meet certain tests.

Who is missing? Do you need to fill any gaps in your data? (pause EqIA if
necessary)

The approach detailed seeks to achieve the effective delivery of
development to ensure the new and existing communities have easy
access to a range of types of development that are consistent with
village character and have excellent open space facilities. Policies for the
young and old focus on these groups that have particular needs that
may not be met by the market. This will promote inclusiveness across all
equality groups and promote the dimensions of equality.

PART 3 IMPACT
Refer to dimensions of equality and equality groups
Show consideration of: age, disability, sex, transgender, marriage/civil
partnership, maternity/pregnancy, race, religion/belief, sexual orientation
and if appropriate: financial economic status, homelessness, political
view
Using the information in parts 1 & 2:
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a) Does the plan create an adverse impact which may affect some
groups or individuals? Is it clear what this is? How can this be mitigated
or justified?

The NP will provide a mechanism to support an integrated and wellconnected development where communities can be created and where
people want to live. It will support the delivery of a built environment
that is safe and secure so reducing fear of crime, which in turn will
reduce social exclusion. Good urban design and easy access to open
space also has significant health benefits.
The policy on community balance is intended to represent parts of the
community that the market may not cater for and in the case of
Gypsies Travellers and travelling showpersons (GTTSP) the policy
reflects the requirements for this type of development in the CDC Local
Plan and emerging SDNPA Local Plan and is intended not to lead to
discrimination by any imbalance of settled and travelling communities.
On balance, the NP should not have an adverse impact on equality
groups.

What can be done to change this impact?

No impact identified

b) Does the proposal create benefit for a particular group? Is it clear
what this is? Can you maximise the benefits for other groups? Does the
activity have potential to make a positive contribution to equalities?

The planning system and national/local planning policies exist to ensure
that the development of land is planned for in a consistent, fair and
transparent manner. Consultation is a statutory requirement as part of
the plan making process as is the Duty to Cooperate with other bodies
meaning that everyone has the opportunity to comment. Consultation
with all groups has been extensive in this process – refer to
consultation statement.

Does further consultation need to be done? How will assumptions made
in this analysis be tested?

Targeted consultation with the GTTSP involved individual door to door
consultation with all GTTSP pitches and vehicles. No response from the
community was forthcoming.

PART 4 SO WHAT?
What changes have you made in the course of this EqIA?
What will you do now and what will be included in future planning?
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Consultation on the submission NP will take place by CDC in line with
the Statement of Community Involvement (SCI). The SCI sets out the
requirements for consultation on planning documents to ensure the
continuous community involvement with statutory and other
stakeholders in the preparation of planning documents.

APPENDIX 1:
Definitions of Protected Characteristics under the Equalities Act 2010
Age:

A person belonging to a particular age or range of ages.

Disability:

A person has a disability if s/he has a physical or mental impairment, which has a substantial and long-term
adverse effect on that person's ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities.

Gender reassignment/ Transgender:

The process of transitioning from one gender to another.

Pregnancy and maternity:

Pregnancy is the condition of being pregnant or expecting a baby. Maternity refers to the period after the
birth. In the non-work context, protection against maternity discrimination is for 26 weeks after giving birth.

Race:

Refers to the protected characteristic of Race. It refers to a group defined by their race, colour, and
nationality (including citizenship) ethnic or national origins.

Religion and belief:

Religion has the meaning usually given to it but belief includes religious and philosophical beliefs including
lack of belief (e.g. Atheism). Generally, a belief should affect your life choices or the way you live for it to be
included in the definition.

Sex (gender):

A man or a woman.

Sexual orientation:

Whether a person's sexual attraction is towards their own sex, the opposite sex or to both sexes.

Source: Equalities and Human Rights Commission website.
Date of assessment: March 2017
Lead contact details: Richard Hitchcock – Chair Westbourne PC
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WESTBOURNE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN STEERING GROUP

The Westbourne Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group consists of:
Jim Barlow, Roy Briscoe, Wanda Canwell, Patricia Goodhew,
John Hernon, Richard Hitchcock (Chair), Piers Mason,
Julia Munday, Richard Munday and Alan Wright.
They would like to thank and acknowledge all the help, advice and
assistance received from the residents of the Parish of Westbourne
throughout the preparation of this Neighbourhood Plan.
The Group would also like to thank Lisa Jackson, of Jackson
Planning Limited, who acted tirelessly as Planning Consultant
to the Group during the process.
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PRODUCED IN CONSULTATION
WITH THE COMMUNITY BY THE
WESTBOURNE NEIGHBOURHOOD
PLAN STEERING GROUP ON
BEHALF OF WESTBOURNE
PARISH COUNCIL

